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Where Information Means Insight

Our Story  
In 2007, a group of A/E and software veterans (that’s us) noticed that many A/E 
firms were being treated as cash cows.

DASHBOARDS

Visualize performance with 
industry-leading dashboards 
for better business 
intelligence.

We imagined a different world — one where A/E firms weren’t forced to accept clunky, unsupported, 
overpriced ERP systems with no attractive upgrade paths. Unanet A/E, powered by Clearview, was born out of 
our desire to re-imagine excellence in the A/E software space. After our initial launch, we quickly learned that 
many people were willing to join us in rejecting the status quo, and as a result, we’ve seen consistent organic 
growth year over year. Today, Unanet A/E is the most powerful A/E software solution available.

Where Information Means Insight
As your single source of truth, our project-based ERP solution offers a uniquely robust experience, providing 
perfect clarity into your projects, people, and financials. With Unanet A/E, you have the power of custom 
reporting and dashboards to drive smarter decision-making and business growth right at your fingertips. 
You’ll have more control at the start of, in the middle of, and before your next project. You’ll have concrete 
visibility instead of hunches and post-mortems.

Product Features
Unanet A/E is a robust organizational nervous system built for A/E firms of all sizes to manage their project 
lifecycle more profitably with greater ease.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Keep projects on budget 
and on time with real-time 
performance and control 
data.

TIME & EXPENSE

Support for multi-level 
timesheet approval 
processes, plus a mobile app 
for entry on-the-go.

BILLING

Handle even the most 
demanding client 
requirements with flexible 
invoice design capabilities.

HUMAN RESOURCES

Manage employee 
information including rates 
and benefit accruals.

ACCOUNTING

Full, real-time accounting 
that makes you and your 
accountant happy.

MARKETING & SALES

Manage contacts, clients, 
prospects, and opportunities. 
Track proposals and forecast 
revenue.

REPORTING

Utilize hundreds of reports 
from developers who know 
A/E or design your own.

PURCHASING

Flexibile purchase approval 
workflow and commitment 
tracking.
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Unanet is a leading provider of ERP solutions purpose-built for Government Contractors, A/E, and 

Professional Services. More than 2,000 project-driven organizations depend on Unanet to turn their 

information into actionable insights, drive better decision-making, and nurture business growth.
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 ; WE’RE ALWAYS IMPROVING
Unanet A/E Ideas is a place where clients submit 
and vote on ideas to improve the software. New 
Unanet A/E releases are guided by what clients 
actually ask for.

Smart Firms Choose Us. Here’s Why.

 ; FLEXIBILITY AND VALUE
Robust enough for large firms, accessible enough 
for small firms, and affordable for everyone with 
unparalleled return on investment.

 ; BRING YOUR DATA WITH YOU
Coming from Deltek Vision, Ajera, BQE, BST, 
QuickBooks, or any other system? We’ll convert 
data from your legacy system into Unanet A/E.

 ; GOOD HELP IS EASY TO FIND
Support is critical, which is why we don’t 
outsource it. Our support staff is in-house, 
knowledgeable, friendly, and responsive.

 ; LOTS OF WAYS TO LEARN
You’ll have easy access to expert-led video training. 
We also provide webinars, in-person workshops, 
and one-on-one consulting as needed.

 ; CLOUD OR IN-HOUSE
Get running quickly and affordably by choosing 
Unanet A/E’s Cloud solution. Prefer to host it 
yourself? No problem. You can also switch later.

UNANET A/E MARKETPLACE

Extend functionality by 
adding reports, invoices, 
dashboards, and widgets 
with the click of a button.

You Deserve a Better ERP. Start Innovating with Unanet A/E
ERP software ties together multiple processes to run your business more efficiently—and Unanet A/E isn’t 
generic ERP; it’s purpose-built with everything your A/E firm needs plus a whole lot more.

AUTOMATIONS

Streamline organizational 
workflows through 
automated actions.

API MANAGEMENT & 
INTEGRATIONS

The sky’s the limit for 
connecting your outside 
applications to Unanet A/E.


